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EXACT RESULTS AND CONJECTURES ON THE ADIABATIC HOLSTEIN-

HUBBARD MODEL AT LARGE ELECTRON-PHONON COUPLING

Serge AUBRY

Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (CEA-CNRS)

CESaclay, 91191-Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

1-INTRODUCTION

Some of the essential aspects of the propagation of electrons in solids are modelled by

the simple Holstein-Hubbard model. It is a one band model that involves schematically the

basic interactions between the electrons and the lattice. The Coulomb interactions of the

electrons with the ions of the lattice are represented by linear on-site electron phonon

couplings while the direct Coulomb electron-electron interactions are represented only by their

local component as on-site Hubbard repulsions. The direct interactions between the ions of

the lattice, including their Coulomb interactions, are represented phenomenologically by an

elastic deformation potential.

Despite its simplicity, this model is expected to exhibit a very rich phase diagram.

Because of the electron-phonon coupling, some of these structures are expected to be

Superconducting (SC) phases or are Charge Density Waves (CDW) especially in low

dimensional models. Because of the Hubbard term, this model may also involve magnetic

structures and Spin Density Waves (SDW). At large electron phonon coupling, the quantum

lattice fluctuations play a negligible role that justifies the adiabatic approximation. As a

consequence superconductivity disappears and all these structures become insulating.

Existence proofs of insulating bipolaronic or polaronic structures have been obtained in that

regime (Aubry et al 1992, Baesens et al 1994). Then, we expect as ground-states only

insulating states that could be either Bipolaronic Charge Density Waves (BCDW), either

Polaronic Spin Density Waves(PSDW) (or in low dimensional systems Polaronic States with

no magnetic order).
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Since t is small, this interaction is convex (i.e we have Jm+i- 2Jm +Jm_i >0 tor m>2



However, we conjecture the existence of a region in the phase diagram that extend at

relatively large electron-phonon coupling where the role of the quantum lattice fluctuations is

dramatically enhanced. As a result, the spatial ordering of the bipolarons or (and) the polarons

expected within the adiabatic approximation, could be destroyed. This situation is expected in

a narrow parameter region that penetrates between the BCDW and PSDW phases.

This region is characterised by the fact that the retarded attractive interactions between

the electrons resulting from the electron-phonon coupling and the instantaneous electron-

electron repulsion have almost the same magnitudes. Despite these interactions seem to cancel

each other within a mean field approximation, a Fermi liquid cannot be recovered because the

couplings are large so that the electrons form polarons. We can calculate the 2-polarons

interaction in their singlet spin state and find in that specific region, that this interaction is

attractive at long distance and repulsive at short distance. As a result the polarons form

extended pairs that can remain strongly bounded up to relatively large electron phonon

coupling (we called these electronic pairs Spin Resonant Bipolaron or SRB (Aubry 1993a))

While both the electronic pairing energy and the quantum tunnelling energy of these SRB

induced by the quantum lattice fluctuations remain large enough, a high temperature

superconducting phase should persist at unusually large electron phonon coupling.

The physical ideas and the methods that emerge from our study in this specific model,

should be extendible to more realistic and more complex models but this work is left for

further studies. Our main conjecture is that high Tc superconductivity originates specifically

from the well-balanced competition between the electron-phonon coupling and the direct

electron-electron repulsion that both are strong. Such a situation could exist in real materials

such as the family superconducting cuprates, but is believed to be exceptional and fragile and

thus not very common in nature.

2- THE HOLSTEIN-HUBBARD MODEL IN A MAGNETIC FIELD:

NOTATIONS

Let us recall our notations for this Hamiltonian which is the sum of five terms

(1) H = Hk + Hp + H e p + Hu + Hz where

• 1-The periodicity of the underlying lattice is taken into account by considering a single

band of electrons described as a tight binding model. The band Hamiltonian

(2a) Hk = - X T U c.; c - I H-H1
<i.j>,CT '

is considered on an arbitrary lattice at arbitrary dimensions. C+ and c. are the

standard creation and annihilation Fermion operators at site i of an electron with spin O=T or

I and

(2b) n: =c.+
Tc * + C+, c. i = n. t + n. I

' l j 1,1 1,4. 1,1 I1T 1,1
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response that would be obtained in the absence of electron phonon coupling. Each plateau of
this ma netisati nt .



\x is the electronic chemical potential or Fermi energy. Without magnetic field, the

transfer integral is a real number T; j=T . For a square d-dimension lattice the bandwidth is

B=2Td. When a magnetic field is present, T; j

(2c) T1J = Te1 9 ' . ; with TiJ=T^ o r ej.i=-ej.i

is a complex number. The sum — I 8j ; over the oriented bounds of an arbitrary
<i,j>e c

contour C, is just the magnetic flux through this contour counted in flux units 2Q0="^

2-The phonon with energy n CÙQ corresponds to uncoupled on-site oscillators with mass
1 2m and coupling constant 9 m U)Q

(3) H p = I ncoo(aTa.+i) = 1 ^ + ̂ mc^uf
i I

3- The electron-phonon coupling term with constant g is

(4) H e p = g X n i ( a î + a j )
i

4- The Hubbard on-site repulsion with constant \ » 0 is

(5a) H11 = ̂ T u n . j n.^ = X ^ cJî c i , î CUCU
i •

5- The Zeeman term in the magnetic field 1H

(5b) Hz = - 5

where \L% is the standard Bohr magneton.

For studying the large electron phonon regime, it is convenient to define the

dimensioniess conjugate operators

W) "" = ^ ( < + an) Pn = ^ i Un
+ - an ,

with commutator [un,pn] = i and to write Hamiltonian H as the sum of three terms

(7a) H = j r = H A I + t H K + p HQ

with the (electron-phonon) energy unit

(7b) E 0 = —°— and the dimensionless constants t and (Î . The main pan
nco0

(8a) HAI = X 2 ^ + n i u i ) + < U n i ,T n i , i " / i ( n i .T" n i . i ) ' ' u (ni,T+nU)
i *"

* contains all the potential terms of the initial Hamiltonian with the dimensionless

constants

(8b) u = }lA*o ^ M ^ û and M = ^
8 g~ 8 g2 8gz

This limit has been called anti-integrable because this limit has strong analogy with

those of the anti-integrable limit of dynamical system and can be studied with similar methods

(Aubry et al 1992, Aubry 1994a&b).The electronic kinetic energy term
(9a) HK = - 1 2^ e ' 9 i ' i c + c. and the phonon kinetic energy term
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generated by the discreteness of the lattice. The adiabatic approximation consists precisely
in



i v •
HQ = 5 2 J P 7 have dimensionless coefficients

(10a) t = -j^ and

respectively. When the electron phonon coupling is large enough that is ftcorj « g, we

have P « l , which suggests to neglect in first step, the phonon kinetic energy term HQ. This

is the adiabatic approximation that can be also viewed as a mean field approximation on the

phonon variable or equivalently a Hartree-Fock approximation for the electrons. This

approximation is improved by the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation where the

electronic wave functions are supposed to be in equilibrium with the lattice deformation. By

elimination of the electronic degree of freedom, an atomic (non retarded) effective potential is

generated which renormalises the phonon frequencies. We noted (Aubry 1991) that the BO

approximation should break down when a gapless (or almost gapless) phonon appears (e.g. a

phason mode). To be strictly valid, the adiabatic approximation requires besides the condition

P small, that there are no gapless phonons (except of course the acoustic phonons) or

equivalently no continuous ground-state degeneracy and vanishing Peierls-Nabarro energy

barrier. As à result, Peierls-Frôhlich Charge Density Waves cannot be treated within this

approximation while this one remains consistent for the bipolaronic Charge Density Waves

providing the phonon softening be not excessive.

Superconductivity cannot be obtained in principle within the adiabatic or the BO

approximation but is obtained in the opposite "anti-adiabatic" regime when on contrary the

quantum state of the lattice is supposed to be in adiabatic equilibrium with the electrons. An

effective electron-electron (non retarded) attraction results from the elimination of the lattice

degree of freedom. By contrast, this approximation becomes valid at small electron phonon

coupling when g«ftu)(). A difficult and essential problem is to understand the situations that

are intermediate between the adiabatic and the anti-adiabatic regime and thus the phase

transitions between the superconducting states and the insulating bipolaronic states that have

to take place.

The transfer integral T being usually much larger than the phonon energy HCUQ, the

coefficient t is not necessarily small when P is small. The adiabatic Hamiltonian

(11) Had = HAI + t Hk = X V ("!+"i " i ) + U ni,T IM1J, "
 h (ni,T-ni,i) "M "i

•i .? '""J C v
is obtained from (7) by taking P=O. Then, u, commutes with Had and can be considered

as scalar variables. Then, for a given set (iij }, Had has a ground state (which is unknown

when 11*0) with energy 4>ad([uj)). We have proved that when t is not too large, 0((U1))

have infinitely many local minima (metastable states), corresponding generally to bipolaronic,

polaronic or mixed states.

For reasons which for a part are due to the habit of early notations, we flips often to an

equivalent representation for this Hamiltonian (11)
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critical temperature energy. For that purpose, we propose that the competition of the electron



(12a) ^ f = X C 2" vT + k 5 n ; v i + U n i T n ^ - h (n i - T - n U ) - u M1)

•is <.;v
by redefining variable Uj = VT Vj and the dimensionless parameters

(12b) k = - f = ~F=^= ' u = ^f 'h = ̂ rT- and V = Jf

Then, the anti-integrable limit is obtained for k-»°o.

The problem becomes simpler when there is no Hubbard term (U = 0). Then, for a

given configuration (v;), the electronic ground-state energy OfH3J is

(13a) î a d ( i ^ l ) = I Lv? +2OV(EVUV 1 ) ) . 2^)-h M
i v

where Ey(I Vj)) are defined as the eigen energies of

(13b) -t X e 1 9 U y V + V i V i y

and a v is an occupation number. We have a v =l when Ev<nF-h (doubly occupied

states), CTV=O when Ev>(iF+h (empty states), and a v = j when (a.F"n< Ev< M-F+h (singly

occupied states). The number of these states is M.

Although our exact bounds are more restrictive, the bipolaronic structures are roughly

obtained when 4 t d (d is the model dimension) becomes smaller than unity while the

polaronic and mixed polaronic bipolaronic structures requires t twice smaller. These values

physically correspond to moderately large electron-phonon couplings.

3- SINGLE POLARONS: EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONALITY, OF

THE LATTICE DISCRETENESS AND OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

Before to discuss the many bipolarons and polarons structures, let us discuss the simple

case of a single electron without magnetic field for which the Hubbard term does not play any

role. A single electron localises in the potential wc?U generated by the lattice deformation when

the coupling constant to this lattice is large enough. By definition, this electron associated

with its lattice deformation is called a polaron. A pair of electrons in the same eigenstate but

with opposite spins (singlet state), generates a deeper potential well and a stronger localisation

of the electrons. This pair of electron associated with the lattice deformation is called a

bipolaron. It is physically more stable if the Coulomb electron-electron repulsion is not too

large.

The formation of polarons and bipolarons at low electron phonon coupling, depends

very much on the dimensionality and of the discreteness of the lattice. We can illustrate this

by considering the above model for the continuum limit where the model in d dimension, has

the energy

(14a)

where E(r) is the lowest eigen energy of the Schroedinger equation
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This interaction is attractive at long distance when U<— ( U < - ) and becomes



(14b) - t A T O + u M W ) = (E((u(r)}) + 2td)

(15a) u(r) = - 5

which shows that ^(r) fulfils the non linear Schroedinger equation

(15b) - I a T O - \ WW2V(T)= (E((u(r))) + 2td) *

with the normalisation condition J Wfr)! dr = 1

The one dimensional model (d=l) has the explicit solution

/V
= V 5

" - c

/ V l l
(16) 1F(X) = V 5 w i t n Y = 57- a n d e i § e n energy

" - cosh 7 (r-ro) oc

(16b) E = - 2 L g J 1

Its total energy is <&= - 2t - n^-.There is a positive energy gain gg— in forming

a polaron instead of having an extended electron with energy -2t.

This picture is drastically changed (Emin et al 1976, Emin 1982) in higher

dimension d because the non linear Shroedinger equation has no normalised solution which is

easy to prove by dimensionality arguments. Let us assume that the variational energy (14) has

some extremum given by the normalised electronic wave function *P(r). Let us consider now

the family of normalised functions H^r) = y NK(Y r) with the associated lattice distortion

u7(r) = - ^I4'^(r)r. The kinetic energy of this wave function

(17a) K 7= t <vFY(r)IAI4/
7(r)> = t J vd -f lV^yr)!2 dr = Y2K >0

is strictly positive and its potential energy is

(17b) PY = J ( i u 2 (r)+ \ U7(F) l*F7(r)l2) dr = -\ J l^7(r)l4 dr = Y
2 'd P < 0

is strictly negative. K and P are the kinetic energy and potential energy of the initial

wave function *F(r) (with Y=O, respectively. Since *P(r) corresponds to an extremum of the

total energy, function y~K+ Y~~dP should be extremum for y=l that implies 2K+ (2-d)P= 0.

For d=l, this condition implies 2K= - P that is indeed fulfilled by the exact solution

(16). For d=2, this condition implies K=O that is impossible since K is strictly positive. For

d>2, we should have 2K = (d-2) P, which is also impossible because K and P have opposite

signs.

Therefore, the continuum approximation is not appropriate for describing the

polaron when d>2. However, the polaron instability does exist in the discrete model providing

t be not too large or equivalently k large enough that can be easily proven. Let us choose as

variarional state, a single site electronic wave function localised at site 0 and associated with the

distortion UQ = -^ . The total energy of this state is - | . Then, the polaronic solution has

necessarily less energy than the extended electron energy-2td when t<l/16d



The numerical calculation (fig. I) confirms this result. We note that there is a first order

transition as a function of the electron phonon coupling at k = 3.65 between the polaronic

state (k large or t small) and the extended state. When the Hubbard term is zero, it is easy to

check that the energy of bipolaron is lower than the energy of two polarons. Using

dimensionality arguments, we find for the energy of a bipolaron Ebip(k) = 2 Epol(kV2).

Thus, if the bipolaronic instability occurs at k=kjj and the polaronic instability at k=kp, we

havekb=kpAf2.

Although there is no polarons and bipolarons in the continuous model in more than 1

dimension, this argument breaks down in the presence of a magnetic field. We proved

rigorously for 2 dimensional continuous models at zero K (Aubry and Kuhn in preparation),

that a single electron coupled to a classical deformable medium and submitted to an

onhogonal non zero and uniform magnetic field self- localises as a polaron1.

Polaron Energy
-3.5

Extended State I

-4.5 -

Figure 1: Polaron energy versus k=l/VT at zero magnetic field. The energy unit is 2T
A first order transition from localised to extended occurs for k = 3.65

This polaronic localisation persists in the discrete Holstein model with a uniform

magnetic field. As shown on figure 2, with a uniform magnetic field, the first order transition

between the extended state and the polaronic state, becomes a first order transition line

between a large polaron and a small polaron region. When crossing this line by increasing k

or 1K, the large polaron collapses into a small polaron. This first order transition line in the

diagram k, 0{ ends at a critical point (see fig.2 ) with coordinates k = 3.20 and

9(= 0.15 x —2- where sD is the area of a plaquette of the square lattice.

1 A polaronic localisation at small electron phonon coupling, occurs similarly in continuous three
dimensional systems as soon as the magnetic field Wis not zero. The localisation length perpendicular to M is
almost the cyclotron radius while the localisation length along the direction of the (weak) magnetic field is
much larger and proportional to the inverse square magnetic field. As a result, the localisation energy gain is
negligible in practice.
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Figure 2: First order transition line of a single polaron ended by a critical point in the plane

k, $L The magnetic field unit is the number of quantum fluxes per plaquette of the square

lattice.

For k and 3/small, the energy 1Ep of the large polaron is found to be approximately equal to

(but strictly smaller than) r ncoc\ 1 -k /8JI . ( ncoc
mfl

= 2\XQ!H is the cyclotron energy)

and its size £=!;c "V 1 - k /8rt remains comparable with the cyclotron radius JL = A / .

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

?

-.| 2/5
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2/7

—» 1/4

1/6
1/5

1/7
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2.5

k/V2

Figure 3: Some aspects of the phase diagram of a single polaron in a magnetic field and on a
two dimensional discrete lattice versus the electron-phonon coupling k and the magnetic field
(H(in quantum fluxes units as for fig.2) . On the thin lines, the extended state is the most
stable. The end point of these line corresponds to a first order transition between an extended
state and a polaron.. First order transition lines between large and small polarons starting from
the end point of the rational magnetic field have been found for !H=O (seefig.2) for H= 1/2
(thick lines) and perhaps for the magnetic field 1H= 1/3 (dotted line).



When k is moderately large (although not sufficient for generating a polaronic instability

by itself without magnetic field), the polaronic localisation energy gain becomes a significant

fraction of the cyclotron energy. This polaronic localisation effect might become important in

two dimensional systems at low temperature, low electronic density and high magnetic field. At

very large magnetic field, the discreteness of the lattice becomes important. When the number

of quantum fluxes per plaquette is fixed at a rational number - (r and s irreducible), the two

dimensional electronic Hamiltonian becomes periodic with a larger unit cell and as when the

magnetic field is zero, there is a first order transition at kp(-) between a polaronic state and an

extended state. Figure 3 shows thin straight lines at constant rational field - for several

rationals, the end point of which are at kD(-).

First order transition lines ending with a critical point between large and small polarons

starting from these end points were observed for - =r and - which are qualitatively similar to

the one shown fig.2 at the zero magnetic field. It seems that there are first order transition

lines ending with critical points at all rational fields. The numerical analysis of this phase

diagram that requires a high accuracy is under development (Aubry and Kuhn in preparation).

It is also worthwhile to mention that

since the polaron formation is favoured in

low dimensional systems, it will be

favoured especially in quasi-Id systems.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the

critical value kp of k versus the anisotropy

parameter a, at which the first order

transition between the extended electron

and the polaron occurs. This parameter a

is defined by replacing the kinetic operator
0.2 0.4 0.80

Figure 4: k^versus the anisotropy a

in the two dimensional Holstein model (12a) by

, a
Ci,acj.aJ

(18) Hk-i I
<i,j>x represents the lattice bonds in the x direction and <i,j>y the lattice bonds in the y

direction. Thus Ct=I corresponds to the initial isotropic 2d Holstein model and a=0 to the Id

Holstein model. When a goes to zero, kpalso goes to zero. The polaron becomes anisotropic

and is rather extended along the x chains when the first order transition to an extended state

occurs.

When a magnetic field is present, the effect of the anisotropy will be not only to shift

the first order transition line shown fig.2, at smaller values of k but also to flatten the curve at

smaller magnetic field. The physical consequence is in quasi one dimensional systems, this
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transition line between larger and smaller polarons will be found at much smaller and possibly

observable magnetic fields. This problem is still under investigation.

4-EXISTENCE OF MANY POLARONS AND BIPOLARONS
STRUCTURES AT LARGE ELECTRON-PHONON COUPLING

When there are many electrons in the system, it is not clear whether the concept of

polaron and bipolaron is meaningful since these objects strongly overlap and may appear

indistinguishable. In fact, the concept of polaron and bipolaron can receive a clear physical

definition and their existence proven at large enough electron-phonon coupling whatever is

the electronic density.

It is well-known that the one dimensional systems are special because they are

necessarily unstable by a lattice deformation at any non vanishing electron-phonon coupling,

as soon their electronic band is not completely empty or filled. As we saw above, this

instability already occurs with a single electron. When there are many electrons, the Id

systems develop a periodic (Peierls-Frôhlich) Charge Density Wave (CDW) associated with

a Periodic Lattice Distortion(PLD) with wave vector 2kp twice the Fermi wave vector kp.

These theories are developed essentially in the limit of a small electron-phonon coupling and

assume that the CDW-PLD modulation is almost sinusoidal. Similar mean field theories are

developed for predicting the existence of Spin Density Waves (SDW) when the electron-

electron interactions are taken into account.

In two and three dimensional models, the Peierls-Frôhlich instability theory extends

almost identically on condition there is perfect nesting of the Fermi-surface by some wave-

vector corresponding which is those of the lattice instability. This situation nay happen in

very special models, but generally the nesting of the Fermi surface, is not perfect even in

quasi Id systems. Then, the lattice instability is found when the electron-phonon coupling

exceeds a certain critical value which does not allow (in principle) to perform a low electron-

phonon coupling. In 2d and more dimensions with imperfect nesting, this lattice instability

does not appear smoothly as a function of the electron-phonon coupling but we always expect

first order transitions between an undistorted metallic state (physically superconducting if the

quantum lattice fluctuations are taken into account) and bipolaronic CDWs with possibly

intermediate mixed phases. (This assertion is at least obvious at low electron density, because

we saw above that the single polaron transition is first order.) In fact, the lattice instability is

only obvious at large electron phonon coupling which appears as the right limit for

understanding the formation of CDWs.

The large electron-phonon coupling corresponds to the "anti-integrable" limit t = 0 of

Hamiltonian (11) which yields Hamiltonian HA[ that is easily solved because it commutes

with the electron density operators nj f and n; | . The electrons are trivially localised. Then,

for a given configuration (UJ), the ground-state energy <J>ad({u;)) cf HA[ is

(19a) ct>ad((Ui}) = £ V(U1)



where by an appropriate choice of the chemical potential \i, the local potential

(19b) V(U1) = Mm ( i ut + CT-, U1 + 111 (Tj(Oy i) + 2k CTj(G1-I) -2fi CT1 )

/«4 ) of -a i

can be either a double or a triple well (instead of a single well) with minima at -Oj where

o"j is an occupation number defined as follows

1- Oj=I if there is two electrons with opposite spins at site i. Then the energy

minimum of V(Uj) is obtained for the lattice distortion Uj= - 1. It is clear that there is a

bipolaron at site i.

2 - Oj=O if there is no electron at site i and the energy minimum is obtained for

lattice distortion Uj=O. We have a hole at site i.

3- Oj=^ if there is a single electron at site i. The energy minimum is then

obtained for the lattice distortion Uj=-̂ . Then, we have single polaron at site i.

If potential V(u) indeed has a minimum at u=-l, the bipolarons are stable at this anti-

integrable limit. Identically, if u=0 is a minimum, holes are stable and if u=-r is a minimum,

polarons are stable.

When 11 < - fu, the Min in (19b) can be only obtained for Oj=O or 1. For example, V(u)

becomes a double-well with a symmetry axis at u= - -r when 2/z = 11 - r (see fig 5a).

Then, only bipolarons and holes are stable.

When h < 11 < T - H, the Min in (19b) can be obtained for the three possible values

(Jj=O, r or 1 and V(u) becomes for example a symmetric triple well when 2\i =11--z (see

Fig.5b). Then, bipolarons, polarons and holes are stable.
When ^ - k < 11, the Min in (19b) can be only obtained for only two values which

can be Oj=O and \ or Oj= 1 and ^ according to |i for example 2\i- -1 - k yields Oj=O and

bipolaron hole bipolaron hole polaron hole
Figure 5; Scheme of the local adiabatic potential when U<-k (a)
when -k<u<\l2- / i ( b ) and when i/2 - k<1l (c)
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At the anti-integrable limit (t=0), the variational form <t>a(j({Ui)) has infinitely many

extrema which are characterised by their pseudo-spin configurations (o;). Our theorem

(Aubry in preparation) takes a very simple general form

Theorem: When the coefficient t of the electronic kinetic energy (with or without
magnetic field), is non vanishing and not too large. (i<im),there exists for each minimum

{Ui(0)}={-O"j} of Oad({ujDar t=0, a uniformly close local minimum {Ui(t))o/ <&ad({Uj))

(i.e. (SUP I ) = 0.

As a consequence, the bipolaronic structures exist only for 11 < 1/2-A, the polaronic

structures for -(veil and the mixed polaronic structures in the overlap region when

This theorem just asserts that when the quantum electronic kinetic energy term is

switched on, an undistorted metallic state is not restored immediately but that each

bipolaronic, polaronic or mixed polaronic which exists at t=0, persists by continuity up to

some tm whatever is the electronic density and their distribution chaotic or not (see fig.6)

Fig.7 shows qualitatively the region of the phase diagram t,1i where the theorem applies.

However, this result is incomplete when the Hubbard term is not zero, because we did not

find yet the physical properties of these solutions and moreover did not prove the unicity of

the minimum {u;(t)} for each choice {a,} .This answer to this question is not trivial especially

Figure 6: Scheme of an arbitrary random
mixed polaronic-bipolaronic structure

at the ann-integrable limit

for polaronic structures when there is no

magnetic field. The (real) spin orientation

of the polarons is degenerate when t=0.

When t becomes non zero, an exchange

interaction is expected to appear between

the localised spins of the polarons. Then,

most the spin degeneracy should be

raised. A magnetic structure may appear

if the model dimensionality is sufficiently

high, but the resulting structure may also

be not magnetic. For example, the

polarons may form non magnetic singlet

state.

The spin-Peierls instability which may occur in quantum spin systems coupled to

phononscan be viewed in our model as a poiaron pairing in a singlet state. We shall discuss

this effect with two polarons only in the following, and argue its relevance for generating

high Tc superconductors.

Nevertheless, at the present stage of our results, this theorem proves that there exists a

very large number (with non zero thermodynamic entropy) of bipolaronic, polaronic or mixed

states represented by pseudo-spin configurations [o";) which appear as local minima of the

global variational energy function of the lattice distortions. When t increases beyond tm, these
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metastable states <*> ,j( I u, | j disappear through complex cascade of bifurcations which first

reduces their entropy. In two and more dimensions, when t becomes sufficiently large, a

metallic state is finally restored through complex transitions which have not been explored

yet.

Staandard BCS
superconductivity

SRB superconductivity ?

1/4
spin resonant

bipolarons

ure 7: (\.,11)domains of proven existence for the bipolaronic (CTj=O or 1), polaronic
or 1/2) or (CTj=I or \/2)and mixed polaronic-bipolaronic ( Cj=O, 1/2 or \)structures in the
adiabatic Holstein Hubbard model . There is an overlap region between the domain of
existence of bipolaronic and polaronic structures in which mixed polaronic bipolaronic
structures exists. In that region the validity of the adiabatic approximation is expected to

break down for rather small values of p. It is conjectured that the quantum lattice fluctuation
could produce high Tc superconducting phase with a high Tc..

5- PROPERTIES OF BIPOLARONIC AND POLARONIC STRUCTURES

We have more exact results when the Hubbard term is zero (IJ=Q). We shall focus now

on these results. The best bounds that were found for the existence of bipolaronic states are

tb=0.181648 in Id, tb= 0.107982 in 2d square lattice, tb= 0.079084 in 3d etc..(Baesens et

al 1994), All these polaronic and bipolaronic states are proven to be insulating with a gap

between the occupied and empty states. The polaronic state appears as singly occupied

midgap states.

Moreover, these states are defectible that means that unlike semi-conductors the

excitations of the system are localised (Aubry et al 1992). This property persists even if the

bipolaronic structure is periodic. Electrons or holes added to the system produces only local

change in the electronic density. This concept of defectibility extends the concept of

localisation which applies only for electrons in a rigid potential.

Without magnetic field, the ground-state is necessarily a bipolaronic state obtained for a

special ordering (Oj ) of the bipolarons although this one is unknown in general. However, it

has been recently proven (Lebovitz and Macris 1994) in the special case of the half-filled
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Holstein model Jt .my dimension that the ground-state is just the (expected) periodic "chess

board" array of bipolarons. In the one dimensional model, numerical analysis suggests that

for irrational band fillings the ground-state is a quasi-periodic array of bipolarons or

Bipolaronic CDW (Aubry and Quemerais 1989). It becomes periodic with period s when the

band filling becomes a rational 7. This result does not look surprising in Id because these

structures have the 2kp nesting wave vector periodicity expected from the Peierls instability.

In fact, this result in Id, is as much universal as one could believe. It does not hold

even in slightly modified Holstein models. For example when just a first neighbour coupling

r C (uj+i-Uj)" with C small is added to the elastic energy (3), we obtain separations between

bipolaronic phases with different densities (Raimbault and Aubry in preparation) and this as

soon as the electron phonon coupling becomes moderately large (e.g. k=1.7 for C=0.1). In

fact, in physical situations, the long range Coulomb forces between the bipolarons, will

prevent this phase separation and will induce the formation of another CDW with a modulated

electron density different of those predicted by Peierls..

Nevertheless, in the Id adiabatic Holstein model (and many variations including the

model just mentioned), a second order transition ("Transition by Breaking of Analyticity" or

TBA) between an incommensurate Bipolaronic CDW (at large coupling) and an

incommensurate Peierls-Frôhlich CDW (at small coupling) occurs when decaying the electron

phonon coupling, at critical values of k depending on the band filling but which typically

range below but close to 1.58. This transition exhibits the same phenomenology and

universality classes than the TBA of the Frenkel-Kontorowa model that was proven to exist

on the base of Kolmogorov, Amol'd Moser theories (Aubry and Quemerais 1989).

By contrast (up to now), we never observed Peierls-Frôhlich phase in the 2d Holstein

model (even in the anisotropic quasi-Id case) but only bipolaronic CDWs with first order

transitions between the CDW and the metallic state. In addition, at non zero electronic

densities, there are complex intermediate phases that are both (roughly) metallic and exhibit a

CDW. These ones deserve more detailed studies.

Because of the existence of infinitely many metastable states close in energy to the

ground-state, the low temperature behaviour of the bipolaronic CDWs has to be described by

Ising-like lattice gas models. The bipolaronic interactions at large electron phonon coupling

can be obtained in principle by expansion with respect to t and yield not only pair interactions

but a series of mukispin interactions. In the Holstein model at any dimension, the interaction

between two bipolarons calculated at the lowest non vanishing order in t is repulsive and

decay exponentially with the distance. If this interaction is truncated to nearest neighbour

interaction, the pseudo spin interaction S[S? proposed by (Alexandrov et al 1986) is

recovered.

For example we found in the Id model for t small (Aubry and Quemerais 1989)

(20a) Hps = \ £ Jj.j OjO-j - n Oj with

(20b) Jm = (3lml+l) t2lml rt is a chemical potential
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Since t is small, this interaction is convex (i.e we have lm+\- 2Jm +Jm.[ >0 tor m>2

and t <V2/5 =0.63) and then, the ground-state is an incommensurate structure with the

Peierls wave vector 2kp. However, when extra elastic terms are involved, this convexity may

be lost and phase separation mentioned above occurs (Raimbault et al).

6- MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

Concerning the effect of the magnetic field, the orbital effects in two and more

dimensions do not change the result asserted by the above theorem. More, the magnetic field

favours the polaronic and bipolaronic structures even when the discreteness of the lattice is

not taken into account. We recently proved the following result:

A system of free electrons in two dimensions2 coupled to a classical continuous

deformable elastic medium and submitted to a magnetic field orthogonal to the system, is

necessarily unstable at zero K, under the formation of a 2d polaronic charge density wave

(likely a triangular lattice) providing the last Landau level occupied by the electrons be not

completely filled (or empty).

The wave-vector of this instability is proportional to the inverse of the electron density

on this last occupied Landau level and thus should be rather small in practice. Nevertheless,

this effect might be relevant in physical experiments concerning the transport propenies of the

system. Otherwise, and as for the single polaron, this amplitude and the physical

consequence of this effect should be strongly enhanced in anisotropic systems. This result

shows that in principle, nesting phenomena are not necessary for generating CDW and SDW

under a magnetic field (Gork'ov et al 1984)

Concerning the Zeeman effect of the magnetic field, we prove that at large electron-

phonon coupling and when the magnetic field becomes strong enough, the ground-state of

the Holstein model becomes a mixed polaronic bipolaronic structure (Aubry et al 1992) but

we have no general prediction concerning the precise structure of this ground-state.

We analysed a simple example that is the one dimensional half-filled Holstein model

(Kuhn and Aubry 1994). In that case, the Peierls prediction would be that with a magnetic

field, two lattice modulations occur, one with wave-vector 2kpf corresponding to a gap

opening for the electrons with spin I and equivalently 2kpj, for the electron with spin i .

Since the density of electron per site is just 1, these two wave-vectors are equal apart a

reciprocal lattice wave-vector. The situation is simple because the two modulations just lock

one with each other. We calculated numerically the associated mixed polaronic bipolaronic

structures. These structures can be also understood as quasi-periodic arrays of "neutral

solitons" which are localised excitations of half-filled Id CDW with no charge but with spin

1/2. (See Su, Schrieffer and Heeger 1979,1980). These incommensurate structures also

exhibit TBA as a function of the electron phonon coupling. The magnetisation of the system

versus the magnetic field varies as a Devil's Staircase that envelops approximately the Pauli

2 As for ihe single polaron instabiliy, three dimensional sysiems in a magnetic field, are in principle
unstable under the formation of a CDW-SDW because lhere are many incompletly filled Landau levels.
However, this instabilty is much weaker and its structure is difficult to predict precisely.
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response that would be obtained in the absence of electron phonon coupling. Each plateau of

this magnetisation then corresponds to a commensurate array of neutral solitons. This Devil's

Staircase is incomplete at low electron-phonon coupling and becomes complete when it

becomes large enough (k>l.8). The non half-filled Id Holstein model in a magnetic field

might have more complex ground-state that are not even quasi-periodic.

7- HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVITY RESULTING FROM THE
COMPETITION BETWEEN THE ELECTRON-PHONON AND HUBBARD
COUPLINGS

We believe that the electron-phonon coupling cannot be discarded in any realistic

physical model of superconductivity because superconductivity is in essence a phenomena

characterised by the absence of dissipation when sliding at non zero velocity the electronic

coherent state with respect to the lattice (The Meisner effect is a consequence of this

property).

We are among those who believe that a necessary (but non sufficient condition) for

having a superconducting state is to have electronic pairing. There may be several pairing

mechanisms but the electron-phonon coupling has to contribute to it.

At low electron-phonon coupling, the electron pairing occurs with extended electronic

states and we obtained delocalised Cooper pairs. In the BCS theory of superconductivity, the

Cooper pairs cannot exist as single pairs but result from a collective effect. By contrast, at

large electron phonon coupling, this pairing occurs in the real space even for a single pair of

electrons that forms a localised bipolaron. This localisation is apparently a consequence of the

fact that the quantum lattice fluctuations have been neglected.

Indeed a single bipolaron (or polaron) in a periodic lattice has to be extended at least in

principle because it can tunnel through the lattice between equivalent sites. In practice, this

tunnelling energy becomes exponentially small as the electron phonon coupling increases. As

shown by (Alexandrov et al 1986), this tunnelling energy can be represented by quantum

terms added to the Ising model (lattice gas model) which represents the bipolaron interaction

such as the pseudo-spin Hamiltonian (20a). Then, the pseudospin O1 = 0 or 1 at site i, is

considered as a quantum spin ^ (with Sf = a ; - ^ ). The lowest order approximation at large

electron-phonon coupling, yields this tunnelling quantum term

'(2Ia) Hcoh. = - r S s i S

where <i,j> are the nearest neighbouring sites of the lattice and in energy unit (7a)

(21b) f = 2 t 2 e x p - l

(in original energy units F= T n cog / g exp - 2 (—°—) ). The same result can be

n CO0

obtained from the direct calculation of the overlap between the mean field wave functions of

two bipolarons on adjacent sites (Aubry and Quemerais 1989). Then, this term appears as the

quantum tunnelling energy of a bipolaron through the Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier
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generated by the discreteness of the lattice. The adiabatic approximation consists precisely in

neglecting this term.

In the bipolaronic regime and when g » n CÙQ, the quantum term (21b) are much smaller

than the Ising term J[ (which is 2t for the nearest neighbour interaction). As a result, the

bipolaron should order better as a bipolaronic CDW with bipolarons localised in real space

than a bipolaronic superconducting state with "delocalised bipolarons" (unless the density of

bipolaron becomes extremely low, but then the critical superconducting temperature would be

also extremely small)3. As result, in situations close to the adiabatic limit ( g»n coo), a pure

electron-phonon system should loose its superconductivity as soon it reaches the bipolaronic

regime. (However, in 2 dimensional models and more, intermediate mixed structures with

both superconductivity and a bipolaronic CDWs could appear as intermediate regime).

The spin 1/2 Alexandrov picture is nevertheless an interesting representation of the

problem. Bipolaronic superconductivity could be obtained if for some extra reason, the

quantum term f is strongly enhanced and becomes larger than Jj. If this (exceptional)

situation occurs, such bipolaronic superconductivity is characterised by the fact that the

electronic pairs (bipolarons) survive above the superconducting transition unlike the Cooper

pairs for the BCS superconductivity. In the (ideal) bipolaronic case, the pairing energy should

not depend on temperature while in the BCS case, it just vanishes at the transition.

This comparison is reminiscent of the order-disorder and displacive picture respectively

of phase transitions. In the order-disorder case, above the critical temperature the order

parameter persists locally zero but has no long range coherence. It establishes its coherence

(long range order) below the transition. In the displacive case, the local order parameter

vanishes everywhere above the transition. Below the transition, the order parameter becomes

simultaneously non zero and is long range coherent because it grows by a self-consistent

process. In fact, the real systems belong to the continuum of intermediate situations between

these two extreme and ideal cases.

We believe that in a somewhat similar way, there should also exist a continuum of

intermediate situations between the BCS superconductivity and the Bipolaronic

superconductivity for which the self-consistent Cooper pairs transform continuously into

itinerant bipolarons. The displacive transitions as well as the BCS superconductivity can be

well described within mean fzeld treatment and have critical fluctuations only in a narrow

region close to Tc. By contrast, the order-disorder transitions and bipolaronic

superconductivity (when it exists) should exhibit an extended region around the critical

temperature, with critical fluctuations.

For having high Tc superconductivity, both the electronic pairing energy E^ and the

coherence energy F of the pairs should be strong with magnitude significantly larger than the

3 Alexandrov et al 1986 obtain superconductivity at moderately low bipolaron density because they
truncated artificially this interaction at the nearest neighbor. In fact, this aproximation is physically not

acceptable because the Ising interactions at the lattice n distance Jn « t remains much larger than the

quantum term 2 t exp - l / 4 \ p for distances n which becomes rather large when (3 is small.
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critical temperature energy. For that purpose, we propose that the competition of the electron

phonon energy and the Hubbard term could play an essential role.

As shown fig.7, the bipolarons break into polarons at large 11. In the intermediate

region 11 = 1/4 (or g = - u n CÙQ in the initial notations) and at t=0, the energy of a single

site bipolaron is equal to the energy of two (single site) polarons which are far apan. In fact,

the energy of these two polarons can de decreased by raising the spin degeneracy in the

singlet state - = (lîi>+ liî>). In the limit t small (or k large), the lowest order term of the
\ 2

interaction potential Vn can be calculated for positive U, at any dimension as a function of the
lattice distance InI =Y InnI between the polarons. We found the expression which is in units

a
ofmodel(12)is

2 + r2 k2(k2-2 U)
_(2U2 + r2 k2 ( -U(2n+3) + (n+1) k2 ))

where rn(k) is defined as the ratio

(22b)
,2

for the bound state (<j>m) of the eigen equation

(22c) - A(()m - — 5m <t>m = E <|>m which exists necessarily for k large.

0.1

-0.1

-0.2 -

-0.3

Figure 7: Interaction potential between two polarons in the Id Holstein-Hubbard

model ,for k=2 and several values of U. The energy unit is 2T.

This ratio rn decays exponentially with the distance InI. In ldimension, we have rn=
/ 2 V n
I ~2 I = (2t) . At long distance n, we found

(23) v n = ^ ( ( n 4 ) " n J T J ) rn
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k2 i
This interaction is attractive at long distance when U*:-=- ( 11 < r ) and becomes

repulsive for 11 >- . However, at short distance, when 11 > j the interaction becomes

repulsive ant the minimum energy is obtained when the polarons belongs to different sites.
Fig. 8 shows this potential Vn versus the distance for several values of U

This result confirms the possible electron pairing of polarons located at different sites
k2 i

with a significantly large pairing energy when U=-r- or 1U=T. We called this modified

bipolaron: Spin Resonant Bipolarons (SRB). It has been observed numerically in the Id

Holstein-Hubbard model that the Peierls Nabarro energy barrier is strongly depressed (Aubry

1993a) when the bipolaronic state reaches the SRB regime. Then, the role of the quantum

lattice fluctuations should be strongly enhanced and the coherence energy T should be much

larger than it would be in the absence of Hubbard term. It could become large enough for

generating superconductivity at relatively large electron phonon coupling when usually the

system becomes an insulator that couia be either a bipolaronic CDW (U too small, not enough

coherence energy) or a polaronic magnetic structure (U too large, not enough pairing energy).

We believe that the same rather exceptional situations could occur in more realistic models

involving several bands and more parameters. High Tc superconductivity could be the result

of this balanced competition between electron-phonon couplings and Hubbard terms both

strong.
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